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ABSTRACT
With the growing interest in multicore processors and Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs), heterogeneous computing is an
emerging necessity to fully utilize computing resources. In the
traditional approach to parallel programming, programmers are
required to manage the sequential part of a program while
rewriting the parallel part to a more efficient parallel
programming model. Our evaluation across several benchmarks
suggests that there are cases for various problem sizes and system
configurations that are challenging even for an expert parallel
programmer to adapt (i.e., predict which architecture will perform
better without actually executing the program). This paper
presents a new approach to model parallel programs such that
programmers can more easily separate the parallel part of a
program from its sequential part. The programmer is given the
flexibility to rewrite the parallel part using the parallel
programming model of his/her choice. We provide support for
merging the parallel code with the existing sequential code. This
allows the programmer to focus on the parallel nature of the
program and also offers the flexibility of switching between
parallel libraries based on the platform and the specific problem
context. As an experimental assessment of our approach, we
identified and studied 58 parallel programs written by expert
programmers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multicore processors have gained much popularity recently as
semiconductor manufactures battle the “power wall” by
introducing chips with two (dual) to four (quad) processors, as
well as Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) that have numerous
processors per chip. The expectations of increasing clock speed
are no longer satisfiable, which is driving the recent trend toward
an increase in the number of cores per chip. For a multicore
processor with low clock speed to outperform a single core
processor with higher clock speed, software must be written in a
parallel manner to take advantage of the additional processing
capabilities. For some selected parallel programs, a comparison
of the x1900 series (GPU from AMD/ATI) to the dual core AMD
Opteron CPU processors shows that there can be an order of
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magnitude improvement in performance when programs are
parallelized. For next generation applications, programmers will
be required to adapt to a new style of programming to utilize the
parallelism in the processors available.
Parallel programming can be defined as the creation of code
for computations that can be executed simultaneously. Due to
their highly parallelized structure, GPUs provide an excellent
platform for executing parallel programs. For example, NVIDIA’s
Computation Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), Microsoft’s
Direct Compute, and Khronos Group’s OpenCL are the most
commonly used frameworks for General-Purpose GPU (GPGPU)
programming. Parallel or GPU programming still requires skill
beyond that of an average programmer. Currently, in order to
write a program that will execute a block of code in parallel, a
programmer must learn a parallel programming Application
Programming Interface (API) that can be used to describe the
computation. Even after the execution, the programmer must use
other APIs or frameworks to evaluate the performance of their
parallel program. As revealed from our analysis, the execution
time of these programs depends not only on the platform, but also
on the problem size.
The dependencies that emerge from the execution profile of a
program usually define the complexity of the parallel code. A
survey of general-purpose computation on graphics hardware
reveals that GPGPU algorithms continue to be developed for a
wide range of problems [1]. To use GPGPUs outside of their
intended context, much work is required to make such algorithms
accessible to a broader range of software developers. Abstractions
in parallel programming languages and directives or annotations
in sequential code have shown initial promise in reducing some of
the burden of parallel programming, as noted in Section V.
However, even with all of these advances, parallel programming
still requires skill beyond that possessed by an average application
programmer.
In this paper, we describe our analysis of programs written
by expert programmers using different parallel programming
models, investigate what makes such programs hard to adapt, and
propose a new way to retarget parallel programs. Section II
describes a performance study of programs written in different
platforms, with an analysis of selected OpenMP programs. A
solution to some of the challenges of retargeting parallel programs
is explained in Section III. Two examples are introduced in
Section IV to demonstrate our approach. Related work is
overviewed in Section V and a conclusion is offered in Section VI
that enumerates possible extensions of the current work.

2. A STUDY ON PARALLEL PROGRAMS
In this section, we investigate the factors that make parallel
programming hard. The study is based on two important factors:
1) Execution time: evaluate the performance of the same
programs written in different platforms for various problem sizes,
and 2) Parallel code: analyze the parallel code from parallel
programs collected from different domains.

2.1 Execution analysis of NAS Benchmarks

2.2 Parallel blocks in parallel program

The NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) are a set of benchmarks
developed and maintained by the NASA Advanced
Supercomputing (NAS) group. For our experiment, we selected
four benchmarks: 1) CG (Conjugate Gradient), a program to
estimate the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix using the conjugate
gradient method for solving linear equations, 2) FT (Fourier
Transform), a program to solve three-dimensional partial
differential equations using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 3)
EP (Embarrassingly Parallel), a program to generate independent
Gaussian random variables using the Marsaglia polar method, and
4) BT (Block Tridiagonal), a program to solve non-linear partial
differential equations using the block tridiagonal method.

An analysis was conducted for ten OpenMP programs collected
from various domains. In an OpenMP program, a parallel block is
defined by a compiler directive starting with #pragma omp
parallel. The details of the analysis are shown in Table 1. The
first column of the table shows the name of the program, second
column shows the total Lines Of Code (LOC), third column
shows the total LOC of the parallel block, and the last column
shows the number of parallel blocks in each program. The LOC of
the parallel blocks to the total LOC of the program ranges from
2% to 57%, with an average of 19% for the selected ten OpenMP
programs.

Each problem was executed for different class sizes, denoted
as (S, W, A, B). As an example, for the FT benchmark the class S
is 64x64x64, class W is 128x128x32, class A is 256x256x128,
and class B is 512x256x256. Each class was executed for 1, 2, 4,
and 8 instances (threads in OpenMP and processes in MPI) to
analyze the execution time. In total, there were 128 executions (4
(benchmark) * 4 (classes) * 4 (instances) * 2 (MPI and
OpenMP)). The benchmark code was used without any
modification for this experiment.
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Figure 1 Execution time comparison of OpenMP, MPI for
NAS benchmarks
The benchmarks were executed on an Intel Quad-Core i5 CPU
with 4.0GHz running on Ubuntu 10.10. The results of the
execution are shown in Figure 1. In this plot, we compare the
execution time of the MPI program with the counterpart in
OpenMP. The percentage difference in execution time is plotted
for all of the four benchmarks across all four classes, each with
varying instance. As an example, “A4” denotes the problem when
executed with problem size A and instance 4 (4 threads in the case
of OpenMP and 4 processes in the case of MPI). The MPI
implementation of the BT benchmark expects the number of
processes to be a square, and hence the execution time of the BT
MPI benchmark for all classes with instance 2 and 8 was assumed
to be the same as OpenMP. Graphs that are positive (EP) show
that OpenMP execution time is higher for all classes and for all
instances. Hence, in that case MPI is preferred. Graphs that are
negative (BT, FT) show that the MPI implementation takes
longer. Hence, for those problems OpenMP is a better option.
Graphs that cross over the X axis (as in the case of CG and EP),
suggest that both OpenMP and MPI can yield different results
based on the size of the problem.

Table 1 Parallel sections in OpenMP programs
No

Total
LOC

Program Name

Parallel LOC

No. of
blocks

1

2D Integral with
Quadrature rule

601

11 (2%)

1

2

Linear algebra routine

557

28 (5%)

4

3

Random number
generator

80

9 (11%)

1

4

Logical circuit
satisfiability

157

37 (18%)

1

5

Dijkstra’s shortest path

201

37 (18%)

1

6

Fast Fourier
Transform

278

51 (18%)

3

7

Integral with Quadrature
rule

41

8 (19%)

1

8

Molecular
dynamics

215

48 (22%)

4

9

Prime numbers

65

17 (26%)

1

10

Steady state heat
equation

98

56 (57%)

3

2.3 Analysis conclusion
There are programs that work better in OpenMP for a given
problem size, and others that are better in MPI for a different
problem size. Because performance of the program is a function
of the size of the problem and the programming model, there is
often a need for having different programs that target multiple
parallel programming models, such as OpenMP and MPI.
To create a different execution environment for a parallel
program, more than 50% of the total LOC of code would need to
be rewritten for most of the programs that we studied. The
traditional approach to retargeting a parallel program is to
manually copy/paste or rewrite the sequential section in the
parallel program. To our knowledge, there is no existing support
for creating or maintaining the sequential section while rewriting
the parallel program for a new platform.
To compare the performance in other parallel programming
models requires additional code to setup the execution, in addition
to actually specifying the execution. In the case of OpenMP
programs, additional code is required for the library declarations;
for MPI, the library declarations are initialization and finalization
code for process instance and process size variables; for GPUs,

aadditional code is
i required to co
opy a variable frrom CPU memo
ory
too GPU memory before executio
on, and copy thee results back aftter
thhe execution.

33. SOLUTIION APPRO
OACH: PPM
MODEL
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Models are often
n created as a higher level abstraction of som
me
ssystem design [2
2]. Our research has led us to thee realization of th
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bbenefits of ado
opting a modeeling approach to address th
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cchallenges of paarallel programm
ming. The result of our work iss a
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modeling environ
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OpenMP, CUDA
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uage-specific an
nd library-speciffic
ddetails. A high level design diiagram of PPmodel is shown in
F
Figure 2. As sho
own, PPmodel accts as a Code Ex
xtractor as well as
C
Code Refactorer..

block aare extracted (e.gg., idata is thee input variable and odata
is the ooutput variable).. Other details, ssuch as the size and type of
each vaariable, are also extracted and stored. With this iinformation,
the bloock can be replaaced by a methood call followedd by a set of
assignm
ment statementts. In the casse of this exxample, the
AbstracctAPIcode generrated would be:
copyin(id
data, odata)
);
call(main
n, idata, he
eight, widt
th);
copyout(o
odata);
The firrst parameter off the call is the name of the paarallel block
and thee remaining paraameters represennt the list of vaariables used
in the bblock. Parameterrs for copyout
t are the variablles in which
the resuult is accumulatted, and the paraameters in copy
yin are the
referennce variables uused. The variaables declared within the
parallell block (xIndex) are not incluuded in any of thhe parameter
list. Thhese three linees of code foorm the abstracct API are
responssible for generatting the host codde in GPU prograams or other
parallell programming models. In the case of MPI, thhe copyin
and co
opyout methodds have no effeect, but the call method is
replaceed by a function call that has an MPI implementtation. In the
case off GPU modelingg, programmers iimplement the kkernel, but in
the casee of MPI, an MP
PI method is impplemented.

3.3 M
Modeling
We appplied the conceppts of Domain-Sppecific Modelingg (DSM) [6]
to faccilitate the PP
Pmodel modeliing tool impllementation.
Considdering the desccription about the structure of parallel
program
ms as a specificc application doomain, the formaal definition
of the key abstractionns for this dom
main, called the metamodel,
must bbe defined first. The metamodeel [7] specifies the entities,
associaations and consttraints for the ddomain, and cann be used to
generatte a modeling environment thhat enables useers to build
visual m
models that speccify the structurre of parallel proograms. The
modelss conform to the definition of the metamodel and can be
used inn computation, annalysis and geneeration of softwaare artifacts.
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Figure 2 Design diagram of PP
Pmodel with Abstract API

33.1 Code Ex
xtractor
Inn the Code Exttractor stage, th
he parallel block
ks from a paralllel
pprogram are seeparated from its sequential part. Currentlly,
P
PPmodel supports only ‘C’ prog
grams written in
n OpenMP. Theese
pparallel blocks are
a later converrted into AbstraactAPIs. For MPI
pprograms, AbstraactAPIs are sim
milar to an “Extrract Function” [3]
[
refactoring. In the
t case of a GPU
G
programmiing language lik
ke
C
CUDA, an AbstrractAPI can absttract the code neeeded for copyin
ng
thhe required variiables from the CPU to the GP
PU, executing th
he
kkernel, and copy
ying the results back to the GPU.
G
More detaiils
aabout AbstracttAPIs are mentioned
m
in [4]. Generatin
ng
A
AbstractAPIs fro
om sequential code is explained in
i [5].

We uused the Ecliipse Modelingg Framework (EMF), a
metamoodeling tool in Eclipse, to support the implem
mentation of
PPmoddel. The metamoodel consists off three componnents: 1) the
abstracct syntax of the sstructure of a parrallel program iss captured in
the dom
main model, 2) the concrete syyntax (i.e., the vvisualization
with ic ons) is specifiedd in the graphicaal model, and 3)) the tooling
model defines the funcctions of the edditing environmeent (e.g., the
palette,, creation buttoons, actions). T
The metamodel is used to
generatte the PPmodel modeling editorr. The separationn of domain
model, graphical modeel and tooling m
model realizes ann extensible
framew
work, so that anyy changes to the visualization wiill not affect
the dom
main concept deefinition and thhe editing enviroonment, and
any alteeration of the doomain model or ttooling model w
will not force
the otheer two definitionns to change.

33.2 Code Refactoring
R
A
At the code reefactoring stagee, PPmodel gaathers all of th
he
innformation from
m AbstractAPIIs and the seq
quential code to
ggenerate the finaal code for the new programmiing model. As an
a
eexample, in the case of a matrrix transpose, th
he code specifieed
w
within a parallel block is parsed and the variables involved in th
he

Figgure 3 Modelin
ng environment for parallel proograms

44. PERFOR
RMANCE ANALYSIS
A
T
This section desscribes an analy
ysis of the execu
ution time of tw
wo
pprograms, each in
i two different programming models.
m
A detaileed
eexplanation is giiven about the process
p
for the first example. An
A
oonline demo of the first exam
mple is availablee at the PPmod
del
pproject page1.

44.1 Circuit Satisfiabilitty problem
T
The Circuit Satiisfiability probleem has only on
ne parallel blocck,
w
with each thread
d determining whether
w
the curreent value satisfiies
thhe given circu
uit equation. Th
he parallel pro
ogram written in
O
OpenMP can be executed in a cluster using MP
PI by rewriting th
he
pparallel part of the
t program whiile keeping the sequential part of
thhe program un
ntouched. The following
f
sectio
ons introduce th
he
thhree stages of ussing PPmodel.

44.1.1 Model creation for Satisfiability
S
problem
p
T
The model is created
c
through
h a two-step prrocess: 1) Mod
del
representation off the program is generated by right-clicking th
he
pprogram “Satissfy.c” in “Pro
oject Explorer”” and selectin
ng
““ModelMe,” and
d 2) From the model represeentation, a visu
ual
representation off the program fo
or a generated model
m
is created by
b
he generated fille, “_satisfy.parrallelsystem” an
nd
right-clicking th
sselecting “Draw
wMe.” The mod
del representatio
on illustrates th
he
pparallel blocks of
o the program and
a the visual reepresentation links
thhe program to the target enviironment. It is possible to hav
ve
ddifferent visualizzations for the same program. The visualizatio
on
m
model is a rep
presentation off the program in a particullar
cconfiguration, sp
pecifying the targ
get platform for each block.

Figure 4 Execu
ution plot of Satisfiability prob
blem

4.2 M
Matrix multtiplication aand transpoose
For maatric multiplicatiion, the OpenMP
P programs werre converted
to a GPU program
mming model like CUDA. T
The kernel
implem
mentations were done similar too CUDA examplles from the
NVIDIIA installation paackage, but usinng the PPmodel ttool.

44.1.2 Modeling the Circuiit Satisfiability
ty problem
M
Modeling helps the programm
mer to specify the automaticallly
ddetected blocks to
t execute in a different platforrm. The modelin
ng
eenvironment as shown in Figuree 3 has a palettte that consists of
O
Objects and Con
nnections. The Objects
O
represen
nt the set of nod
des
ffor modeling and
d Connections liink a parallel blo
ock node with an
ny
oof the execution devices. In Figu
ure 3, an executio
on device can bee a
G
GPU device or MPI nodes. After
A
creating a link between an
a
eexecution devicee and a parallel block,
b
a new file is created in th
he
““generated” fold
der. In this file, a programmerr can specify th
he
im
mplementation of the new exeecution strategy. In the case off a
G
GPU node, this would
w
be a kerneel file or a C funcction.

44.1.3 Code generation
g
forr Satisfiabilityy problem
Inn the editor, upon
u
selecting “satisfy.parallelsystem_diagram
m”
thhere is an optio
on for code gen
neration. This in
ntegrates the cod
de
w
written in “main
n_MPI.c” with th
he program in “_satisfy.c”.
“
Cod
de
inntegration invollves replacing th
he OpenMP cod
de with the new
wly
aadded MPI code, adding librariees to execute MP
PI code, and som
me
ccode to initializee MPI-specific variables
v
(e.g., process
p
identifieer,
nnumber of processses).
E
Execution time co
omparison
A
As noted in Secttion 2, the codee was executed on
o an Intel QuaadC
Core i5 CPU wiith 4.0GHz runn
ning Ubuntu 10..10. The optimu
um
pperformance can
n be achieved by
y using four threads for OpenM
MP
aand 4 processes in
i MPI. The exeecution time is plotted for a circu
uit
ssatisfiability expression having 19
1 to 24 variablees in Figure 4. As
A
sshown in the Fig
gure, the MPI an
nd OpenMP solu
utions perform th
he
ssame for smalleer problem sizess. However, as the problem size
inncreases, MPI performs better th
han the OpenMP
P counterpart.
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Figure 5 Execu
ution plot for tw
wo matrix operaations
The graaph shown in F
Figure 5 is plotteed for both sharred memory
(using OpenMP) and GPU (using CU
UDA) for two aapplications:
matrix multiplication and matrix traanspose. As exxpected, the
shared memory (OpennMP) solution performs betteer for small
problem
m sizes comparred to using a GPU, which has a high
threshoold because of thhe expensive dataa transfer operattions. As the
problem
m size increases, the GPU proograms become faster than
shared memory prograams. The probllem size for whhich a GPU
perform
ms better than a CPU differs witth the applicationn, as seen in
Figure 5 (i.e., the crosssover size for maatrix transpose iss larger than
the corr
rresponding matrrix size for matrrix multiplication). This can
be attriibuted to the prooblem complexiity: In matrix trranspose, no
computtations are invoolved; only data transfer. Thesee differences
in data size and configguration parametters of the probllem make it
challennging to select the correct laanguage and pplatform for
expresssing the parallel computation.

5. RE
ELATED W
WORK
There have been a few modelingg efforts in tthe parallel
program
mming domain using graphicaal programmingg languages,
such ass CODE [8] annd GASPARD [9]. Rather thaan providing
abstracction for a languuage from one pparallel programm
ming model
m makes our
to the oother, modeling the parallel parrt of the program
work uunique comparedd to these other eefforts. OpenMP
P to GPGPU
[10] coonverts OpenMP
P programs to C
CUDA code. H
However, the
goal off our work is to express the parrallel part of a pprogram in a

way separated from the sequential part so as to allow the
programmers to focus more on the parallel problem than the
program as a whole. Other related works include program
transformations from sequential to parallel and abstractions in
parallel programs. Many of the sequential to parallel converters
[11] use data dependency and refactoring approaches that are
similar to our current implementation. Many efforts [12], [13],
[14], [15] were done on the abstraction of GPU programs. Most of
the work was concentrated on a particular device or language; for
example, [12], [13], and [14] all target CUDA. CGiS [15]
provides support for multiple devices. Some of the features
include parallel control structures and special vector operators.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a tool named PPmodel that can
separate the parallel part from the sequential part of a program.
Using the modeling framework, programmers can execute the
parallel blocks in a different platform without actually rewriting
the program. The framework supports merging the newly written
code back to the sequential part. Detailed analysis was conducted
to determine that there is a need for rewriting the programs in
different platforms to find out the optimum execution time of a
program. An OpenMP program written to solve the Circuit
Satisfiability problem was redesigned to execute on multiple
nodes using MPI. Two matrix operations (matrix multiplication
and matrix transpose) written in OpenMP were executed in
CUDA by a programmer writing only the kernel part.
PPmodel currently can model only C OpenMP programs and
generate target code for the MPI library and CUDA. Similar
implementations can be created for other programming languages
and platforms. The programming language determines the
refactoring framework to use and the platform decides the code to
be inserted or refactored.
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